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Recently I presented a program at a local photo
club meeting where I spoke about Reserva Las
Gralarias’ (RLG) Five Frog Creek project and our
goal to purchase the 100 hectare parcel the
encompasses the headwaters of this tributary to the
Rio Santa Rosa. Of course I included all the great
work/research that is being conducted on the
reserve. Afterwards some members complimented
me on my photos and I could not help but thinking
about why I take photos. One answer may be that
a camera lets the photographer observe the subject
an intimate way. While I can hardly stay still, with
a camera I can sit for hours waiting for that one
moment to capture something special, beautiful and unique. I utilize my
photos for education via presentations, social media, signs and brochures. My
ultimate goal is utilize my photos so that it may lead somehow to increased
awareness and protection of the natural world.
How does this relate to the Las Gralarias Foundation (LGF) and
conservation? This hobby can lead to a better understanding of the natural
world; capturing new and un-described species, unique un-described behavior,
location and elevation records and more. Today, some cameras even are
outfitted with a GPS and, utilizing a program called “iNaturalist”, anyone with
a camera or smart phone can
easily become active in
documented species and can
assist in conservation via a photo.
How can taking photos help
LGF and RLG? We want your
Ecuador photos to utilize in
publications, share on social
media, and document species.
Continued on Page 2
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If you have a favorite that you would like to share please send them. If you have photos of unique animals,
send them (to tkrynak@aol.com)! With our ultimate goal of protecting the forest, we need documentation of
resource and reforestation efforts happening in Ecuador. With our efforts, more and more individuals are
learning about our mission, and ultimately increasing our fundraising efforts. All photos by Tim Krynak

Species Profile: Giant Earthworms
By Katherine Krynak, Secretary

Recently I have become very interested in
the good, the bad, and the ugly facts about
earthworms thanks to a colleague at school
whose research focuses on the impacts of
invasive earth worms in Ohio. When most
people picture an earthworm, they picture
those red wigglers commonly used in
composting projects and used to bait hooks
to catch bluegill and crappie. But when I
think earthworm, I ALWAYS think about
the Giant Earthworms (family
Glossoscolecidae) found at Reserva Las
Gralarias (RLG). So exactly what would be
considered “Giant” you may be wondering?
Try two meters long! Their setae (used to
help create friction so they can push through
the soils) are so big it feels like they may slice your hand when touching them. And yes, I have touched one.
Actually I have held a couple every time I visit RLG in the rainy season and I hope I get to catch a glimpse at
another. Since they are nocturnal and only surface during times of extreme soil moisture and for reproduction,
these ground dwellers are rarely seen, making the finds even cooler.
I have two fun stories about giant earth worms of RLG. In 2008, RLG hosted Senior Writer Jennifer
Holland and Photographer Joel Sartore from National Geographic. Tim Krynak, Hannah Bennet and I had the
opportunity to take them onto the trails of RLG as part of an amphibian decline story the team was working on.
It was in March and the ground was sopping wet, making travels downslope more like skiing than hiking. We
reached Lucy’s Creek at the lower portion of the reserve and there she was!!!
The look of pure glee and fascination that swept over Joel’s face was unforgettable and you could see that
this was going to be one fun photo shoot. Indeed, the photo shoot was one of my favorite experiences at RLG
and I will never forget the giddy squeals we each made as we held that big ol’ worm.
My next story doesn’t actually involve the finding of a Giant Earthworm but was, again, one of my favorite
memories at RLG. Just this past January, Tim Krynak, Ed Krynak and I were hiking down Kathy’s Creek
looking for aquatic invertebrates (Ed’s specialty) during the daytime with RLG field research assistant, Henry
Imba. Tim and I were sharing giant earthworm stories and we were asking Henry (with our broken Spanish) if
he had seen one. Now, Henry’s English is actually really good, though he is shy about speaking, so we were
trying to interpret his story told to us in Spanish. From what we were gathering though his words and hand
gestures, Henry had not only seen one, but he saw a yellow one which he proceeded to eat like a sandwich!
“What????” I exclaimed, while laughing so hard I thought I might lose a lung. Henry could tell that something
had gone awry in translation. I asked him “you ate it like a sandwich?????!!!!”
Photo credits: Photo of Kathy with a giant earthworm by Tim Krynak
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It soon became clear that his English “Armadillo” (the mammal) had been interpreted as Spanish “amarillo”
which means the color yellow. He had actually said that he saw an armadillo eating a giant earthworm. Once
we figured out the translational errors, we all had a good laugh all the way back up to the guest house. I still
chuckle about this today.
Right now you may be thinking that you have no desire to see such a beast in the wild or otherwise, but
you couldn’t be more wrong. Giant Earthworms are a site to see. Definitely one for the bucket list!

Newsletter Notes
By Nancy Charbeneau, Newsletter Editor
We hope you are enjoying these newsletters! They can be even better with an article from YOU! All you
need to do is email a Word document to me before the submission deadline (date below) along with any photos
you would like to include (jpg format). If you have questions about your submission, please email me. If I
have questions for you on your article, I’ll let you know. Otherwise, your article is likely to appear in the next
’The Hum’. The submission deadline for the next newsletter is October 7, 2013. Please email your
submissions to ncharbeneaulgf@gmail.com. I look forward to hearing from you!

Wisps from the Cloud Forest
by Jane A. Lyons, Vice President
Springtime at Reserva Las Gralarias (RLG) is frog season. The spring rains are just what our frogs like for
singing and laying their eggs along our creeks and among the lush cloud forest vegetation. In our second
season of the ‘Save Our Species’ grant, field researchers gathered additional data about the eleven species of
frogs classified as globally endangered or threatened that are known to inhabit RLG. They found that at RLG
we have the highest concentration of glassfrog species in the world – 5 glassfrog species singing and
reproducing within less than 100 meters! Once we have all the data we will design a “Frog Conservation
Plan” for the long-term management of these
rare species.
One of our frog researchers, Jaime García
from Extremadura, Spain, also managed to
capture some superb mammal photos of very
poorly known species: a bat (Anoura
caudifer) feeding from our hummingbird
feeders, (left photo), a Kinkajou (Potos
flavus) also feeding from our hummer
feeders (right photo), and a tiny Ecuadorian
Short-eared Shrew (Cryptotis equatoris) seen
on page 4. Continued on Page 4
Photo credits: The bat and Kinkajou photos
are by Jaime García
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We also recorded a new reptile species for the reserve, a
small lizard named Riama oculata, and found that our
record of another lizard, Echinosaurus brachycephala, is
the first and only record for the entire Mindo area. (photo
below right; note the thumb-sized snail nearby).
It’s always
amazing to me how
abruptly our
springtime rainy
season ends and
turns into sunny
summertime. By 1 June the frogs had become silent and the muddy
zones had dried out. We enjoyed the full array of ten species of
tanagers coming to feed at our fruit feeders, many adults with the
young they had reared during the rainy season. Swallows, swifts, kites
and hawks soared among the thermals while parrots and parakeets
zoomed around in large noisy flocks.
Visitors often
ask me what the
yearly climate is
like at Las
Gralarias. Fortunately we now have several years of
detailed data from our weather station to show that the
climate has its seasonal variations but is mostly quite
consistent. In this chart below for the year July 2009 –
July 2010 the temperature at RLG ranged from 50°F to the
upper 70°sF, with a few days barely reaching to the low
80°sF. Continued on Page 5
Captions & photo credits:
Top Left: Short-eared Shrew
by Jaime García
Top right: Riama oculata by
Jane Lyons
Bottom left: Flame-faced
Tanager enjoying a banana by
Jane Lyons
Weather data to the left and
upper left on page 5 was recorded by the weather station
at RLG from July, 2009—July
2010
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In June we welcomed two summer
volunteers from the USA, Ben Kerbs
and Amy Johnson, both biology
undergrad students with a serious
interest in the Neotropics. They
helped document bird activity at the
reserve and also began an inventory
and mapping of three families of trees,
Arecaceae (Palms), Clusiaceae and
Melastomataceae which are some of
the key components of our cloud
forest. They also documented how these trees serve the
overall forest, i.e., what uses them, for what and how. In a
brief 2012 survey, Peruvian botanist Wilson Ramírez
discovered a tree on the reserve that was in fact classified
as extinct (Flacourtiaceae: Casearia quinduensis). He also
found one species considered Critically Endangered, six
species considered Endangered and nine other species
considered Vulnerable or Near Threatened. This
highlighted the need to intensify our plant inventory begun
in 1998 on the reserve’s first parcel of land. The plant
inventory is a long-term project which we hope will attract
more student researchers and botany volunteers to help
discover rare or even new species and promote their
conservation.
And speaking of student researchers, Congratulations! to the
amazing Carl Hutter, frog expert and discoverer of Nymphargus
lasgralarias (the Las Gralarias Glass Frog, ) and co-discoverer of
Hyloscirtus criptico (the Cryptic Torrenteer). In the past two years
he co-authored the definitive monograph on Stream Tree Frogs,
completed his Masters of Science degree at New York’s Stony Brook
University, then went to Madagascar for a few months and
discovered some new species of frogs! He then published an
excellent paper in the Journal of Natural History on some of his work
at RLG on the Red-spotted Glass Frog, had his MSc thesis accepted
for publication in Ecology Letters, and was accepted into the PhD
program at the University of Kansas! Oh, I almost forgot – he is receiving a National Science Foundation
grant for his future work. Way to go, Carl!!! Carl’s and other publications from work at RLG are available
at www.reservalasgralarias.com/publications_19.html.
Captions & photo credits:
Middle Right: Ben and Amy next to a Clusia tree by Jane Lyons
Bottom Left: Carl Hutter by Jane Lyons
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Foundation Update
By Katherine Krynak, Secretary
I’d like to start this issue’s Foundation Update with a quote from Jane Goodall: “Only if we understand
can we care. Only if we care will we help. Only if we help shall they be saved.” Though she is referencing
chimpanzee conservation, this can most certainly be applied to biological conservation in general. I write to
you today from Cricket Frog Cove of Wood County Park District, Ohio. I have been in the field for 44 days
now, living in a pop-up camper, working on a research project examining Cricket Frog immune defenses. I
have a general research goal of understanding how anthropogenic environmental change may alter amphibian
populations’ ability to rapidly evolve to new pathogenic threats in their environment. I have to say, I care
immensely about amphibian conservation, and I have clear research goals to help in our understanding of
amphibian declines with the hope that this will aide our conservation efforts. This said, I do have to take this
time to state the obvious: research is HARD WORK! I think that we sometimes underappreciate how difficult
it is to gain understanding about a species so to be able to conserve it (me included). This said, I want to give
a shout out to all of the amazing researchers who have worked at Reserva Las Gralarias giving us, and the
world, insight into the amazing species of this cloud forest preserve (See below for a comprehensive list of
research projects completed and ongoing at RLG).
Please remember that 100% of the dollars you donate to RLG, whether for land acquisition, research, or
education go towards conserving this delicate and awe inspiring ecosystem. We have so much more to
understand, to care about and ultimately protect. We need all the help we can get! Most immediately, we
need to raise funds to purchase land which would help to protect Five Frog Creek. Please consider donating!!
Remember, all donations are tax deductible! Thank you!

List of Reserva Las Gralarias research projects:
1998 Initial Plant Survey by María Simbaña and Byron Amaya, Universidad Central del Ecuador/Ecuador,
report finalized.
Moth and butterfly surveys by Dr. Jeff Miller and Dana Ross/USA
Micromoth research by Volker Pelz (Germany), 2 new species described and 2 papers published.
Frog vocalization study by Dr. Carl Gerhart, University of Missouri
Cleveland Zoo and PUCE amphibian field work by Katherine Krynak, Tim Krynak, Diego Almeida, Dr.
Juan Guayasamin/USA and Ecuador
Tim Krynak, report about Liophis epinephelus, the Night Ground Snake, at RLG, note published in
Natural History Notes
Bachelors in Biology field work (Centrolene peristictum glass frog) by Ana Salgado/Ecuador (thesis
produced)
Nicole Dautel et al/USA, frog behavior and vocalizations, paper published
Carl Hutter/USA, frog taxonomy and behavior, 2 papers published, 2 in press and 2 in prep.
Masters of Science field work for theses by Gundula Bartzke/Germany (mammals), Vicki Liu/UK
(bromeliad microfauna), Tim Kell/UK (butterflies), Lizzie Noble/UK (hummingbirds), Sam Wheeler/
UK (ants), Mariela Palacios/Colombia (GIS analysis of habitat), All with MSc theses produced.
RLG Staff: Vicki Liu and Tim Kell /UK (insects, frogs, birds, plants). Several booklets produced and 1
paper published and 1 in preparation.
Dr. Cristopher Clark, study of wing sounds and courtship of Purple -throated Woodstar, 1 paper published.
Dr. Harold Greeney et al, first nest description of Yellow-breasted Antpitta, 1 paper published.
SOS grant work: 2 years of frog field work on 11 endangered frog species (chytrid swabbing, species
monitoring, photo and audio documentation, tree ground-truthing for thesis of M. Palacios)
Continued on Page 7
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Volunteers: Bird surveys and 10-year netting and banding project by numerous volunteers, photo
documentation and mapping by many visitors, Amy Johnson and Ben Kerbs/USA, tree inventory and
mapping: Arecaceae, Clusiaceae, Melastomataceae.

New species found:
Nymphargus lasgralarias, the Las Gralarias Glassfrog
Hyloscirtus criptico, the Cryptic Torrenteer Stream Frog
2 species of moths, named after the reserve and Jane
1 new species of fruit fly, which had laid its eggs in the egg mass of a critically endangered glass frog
Centrolene heloderma. The fruit fly larvae were then reared at the reserve and sent to a specialist
who is writing the description of the new species.
New species and/or subspecies of butterflies are currently being studied

Be Our Guest: Why Join Our Flock?
By Mary Ann Beauchemin, Membership

We have recently noticed that we send our newsletter out to a lot more people than we have as Las
Gralarias Foundation (LGF) members or donors! If you are not currently an LGF member or donor, please
consider helping us by becoming an individual member for only $25/year, signing up for a family
membership at $50, or making an even larger contribution if you can afford it. And all donations are tax
deductible in the Untied States, as LGF is a non-profit 501(c) (3) organization.
100% of all membership and donation dollars go directly to help our preserve. The folks on our board are
all volunteers and there are no overhead costs at all to LGF! Not very many non-profits can make that claim.
If you have been reading our last few newsletters you know that our current number one goal is to try and
raise $150,000 to buy the 100 hectare (247 acre) parcel of land currently for sale that encompasses the last
section of unprotected headwaters of the Santa Rosa river which runs through the reserve. We call this the
Five Frog Creek headwaters project. If this watershed area becomes part of the reserve, the waters will
remain clean and clear, maintaining a healthy habitat for endemic amphibians, birds, reptiles, mammals and
of course the trees, shrubs and flowers of the reserve. If someone else buys the property to raise cattle or for
some other agricultural endeavor, sediment will quickly begin to fill the creeks and make its way down into
the Santa Rosa River. Invasive, non-native grasses, animal waste and other unwanted detritus will make its
way into the reserve as well. Critical habitat for frogs – three not yet found any place else in the world - as
well as habitat for other animals and plants found in the reserve could be destroyed.
In our last newsletter, LGF president Tim Krynak provided a link to his wonderful photos of the animals
and plants of the 5 Frog Creek headwaters area on our website. Here is the link again. Take a few minutes to
view about 200 fabulous reasons you should become an LGF member or make an even larger donation right
now! http://www.lasgralariasfoundation.org/extras/Five%20Frog%20Creek,%20SNS.pdf
Help us make a difference – join our flock by becoming a member or making a donation! Please help us
protect the Santa Rosa watershed and the plants and animals that live in the Las Gralarias Reserve. If you are
not sure if you are a current member or not, send a quick note to me at graybeau01@aol.com.
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Foundation Support
By Mary Ann Beauchemin, Membership

A special THANK YOU to all of our supporters!
Special Supporters:
Bill Davis
William & Jayne Fiero - Five Frog Creek
Sujaya Rao - wildlife conservation

Contributing Friends:
Michael & Jo Ann Hamm - Five Frog Creek
Glenn Hebert & Marilyn Cooper - Five Frog Creek
Jeffrey & Jean Miller – for field research

New and Renewing Memberships:
William & Jayne Fiero
Glenn Hebert
Jeffrey & Jean Miller
Sujaya Rao

Honorary Memberships:
Darcy Barry, Marty Calabrese, Carl Hutter, and Steve Waldron for their extraordinary help, ingenuity and contributions to LGF and the Reserve!

Additional Donation for the Five Frog Creek Headwaters Project:
Connie Bodnar-Herron

Special Gifts & Thanks:
To Steve Waldron, our Facebook guru, and to Darcy Barry for starting a “mission” on the Project Noah website for Ecuadorian Cloud Forest Biodiversity, a citizen science program developed at NYU and backed by the
National Geographic, http://www.projectnoah.org/missions/17535074 Also Steve and Darcy opened an ecological aquarium shop in Seattle where we hope to do some education and fundraising for rainforest conservation projects. They have selected RGL as the recipient of their 2013’s fundraising efforts! Check it out at
www.aquariumzen.net

Volunteers:
Marty Calabrese – our fantastic Webmaster
Ben Kerbs and Amy Johnson for doing tree surveys at RLG
The Las Gralarias Foundation board – for all the time they volunteer to do the work of the foundation
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Join the flock! Become a Las Gralarias Foundation Member!
100% of your membership and donations go to support Las Gralarias Foundation
programs including habitat acquisition, restoration and management, environmental
education, and field research. Over the past decade we have purchased over 1,000
acres of Andean cloud forest. We have turned pastures into woodland, provided
meaningful employment to local people, sponsored conservation oriented field
research, provided environmental education supplies and programs to local schools.
We can do even more with your help!
LGF Inc. is a 501©(3) organization

Please visit our website at: www.lasgralariasfoundation.org

Donation Categories
Please indicate the amount of your contribution in the line provided
SPECIFIC PROJECT DESIGNATION: Donations may be directed to a
specific project by circling one of the following:
Habitat Purchase

Field Research

_______ BENEFACTORS:

Environmental Education

Donors of $1000 or more

_____ SPECIAL SUPPORTERS: Donors of $500 — $999
_____ CONTRIBUTING FRIENDS: Donors of $100 — $499

Suj
aya
Ra
o

_____ BASIC MEMBERSHIP: $25 individual/$50 family/year
_____ TOTAL DONATION
This Donation is a special gift (circle one): In Honor of

In Memory of

Name:
Membership information (Please print)
Name(s):
Please make check out to ‘Las
Gralarias Foundation’ and
send this form and check to:
Las Gralarias Foundation
24140 Gessner Road

Mailing Address:

Email address:

North Olmsted, Ohio 44070

Or visit:
www.lasgralariasfoundation.org

You will receive a confirmation
receipt and thank-you via
email

Todays Date: _____________
** If you are an employee of a business that offers matching grants or own
a business and would like to become a corporate sponsor, please contact
Tim Krynak at tkrynak@aol.com for more information.
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The goal of Las Gralarias Foundation Inc. is to raise funds for projects
and programs of Reserva Las Gralarias, located in the parish of Mindo,
Ecuador, including the purchase of adjacent and nearby lands that will
enhance protection for rare endemic birds, plants and other animals as
well as supports reserve management, reforestation efforts, biological
research, environmental education projects, scholarships, and appropriate
tourism programs.
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